Friday Night [under the] Lights…

2016
Happy Friday...
It’s been a while. I hope this message finds everyone happy, healthy and good with your world
(or, at the very least, not grumpy, feeling OK and not mad at the world…).
I have a lot to share tonight. There’s a ton going on in the Land of AMR and our profession as a
whole. I’m always thankful to everyone that sends great stuff my way. What I learn about “us”
comes from (surprise) us.
Before I get into anything of substance though, I just have to share a bumper sticker I saw earlier
this week in Austin. It is perhaps the funniest Medical Profession bumper sticker I’ve ever seen.

“As a matter of fact, Midwives do know squat”.
Hilarious. It absolutely cracked me up… I made it a point to pull up to her at a stoplight and tell
her (my own moment of being a Creeper)…

 The AMR 2015 final CARES data hits the streets… 
Drum roll…
So how well are we doing managing one of the toughest populations in EMS (that would be
cardiac arrest, not supervisors….)?
The “Gold Standard” of measuring resuscitation performance avails itself every year about this
time. It’s the release of the final Cardiac Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival (CARES) data for the
previous calendar year. As a reminder, CARES data is a critical component of our national effort
to improve survival from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The data allow us to evaluate critical
components of all the elements of our efforts to resuscitate these patients. It also allows us to
benchmark ourselves against other AMR Practices and all participating systems in the U.S.
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Those comparisons are really important. When it’s used appropriately, the data provide a
snapshot of specific areas and efforts that influence the ultimate end point – Neurologically
intact survival.
Many leaders in EMS feel like a system’s performance in managing cardiac arrest is an important
indicator of overall performance. Why?
The characteristics of cardiac arrest demand a system of care that’s laser-focused, consistent
and integrated. The interventions required are time sensitive (sometimes measured in seconds)
providers have to be knowledgeable, appropriately equipped and extremely well-coordinated
with one another’s efforts (even if they’ve never worked together before).
On top of all of that, maximizing outcome in cardiac arrest patients is directly dependent on
maximizing perfusion (appropriate blood flow). In cardiac arrest, that translates into provision of
compressions.
Because we aren’t there the second someone goes into cardiac arrest (usually) our efforts to
advocate for and train the lay public in compression-only CPR is paramount. The more people in
a community that feel comfortable knowing what to do in someone who’s pulseless and not
breathing, the better the chance of someone initiating care quickly and the better the chance of
successful return of spontaneous circulation with neurologically intact survival.
So it makes sense that cardiac arrest survival is a good indicator of how well-built an EMS –
Healthcare system is in a particular community. If the system is fine-tuned for cardiac arrest,
one could argue that many of those same elements would have a positive impact on other
critical problems like stroke, STEMI, sepsis and trauma.
Which means…? When we look at CARES data we are looking at even more than a single clinical
condition. We’re looking at a snapshot of our collective ability to care for time-critical life
threatening conditions.
Make sense?
So with all that said, let’s open the envelope for 2015….
How did we do this year? Take a look…
2015 CARES RESULTS
# Cases reported
% Bystander CPR
% OVERALL Survival to
hospital discharge
% survivors with good neuro
outcomes

AMR
National CARES
9,338
53,831
45.9
40.6
11.30%

10.60%

9.20%

8.50%
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I can’t even begin to tell you how proud I am of our collective effort. Simply phenomenal.
Once again, the collective efforts and focus of AMR nationwide have resulted in a cardiac arrest
survival rate and neurologically intact survival rate that exceeds the CARES overall national data.
We enter almost 17% of the cases into the database this year. With a bystander CPR rate
(remember how important that is in these patients) that’s more than 10% above the national
norm; it means we give more of our patients a better chance at survival with good neuro
function.

That’s what it’s all about… This is one of those efforts that TRULY takes a Village.
So let me get a little sappy here if I may (after all, it’s Friday…).
Five years ago, we committed to an aggressive effort to put everything we could into this patient
population. As an organization, we felt like we could do better. As an organization, we knew we
had areas that could do much better – frankly, we knew we had some that needed significant
work.
As an organization we committed to looking those problems right in the eye, figuring out what
was wrong and joining together to fix them. As an organization, we committed to sharing our
approaches, materials and successes with anyone that wanted or needed them. As an
organization, we committed to being openly transparent with our data, good, bad or ugly – in an
effort to improve.
As an organization, we committed to following the
science and using sound practices and approaches to
implement.
So now, as an organization, we should take just a
minute to celebrate the impact a group of committed,
like-thinking individuals can have on something so
critically important to the people
we serve.
And, as an organization, we’re getting ready for our
annual AMR World CPR Challenge to make an even
bigger difference moving forward…
The numbers speak for themselves.
Thank you. I’m really proud of this place.
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 Pride is Jet Fuel… 
Remember those late-night TV infomercials – “But wait! There’s more…!”
Well - I want to spend a little more time on this pride discussion… If you’ve been reading FNuL
for any period of time, you know how unbelievably important pride is to me personally. While I
don’t know exactly when or where it became so influential in my own life, I suspect it was
something my parents instilled in me.
You’d probably agree with me that pride is a powerful emotion. It feels good. It’s a huge
motivator in most people. Sometimes, it has almost magical powers.
By definition, pride is a satisfied sense of attachment toward one's own or another's choices and
actions. It’s a product of praise, independent self-reflection, and a “fulfilled feeling of
belonging”.
Pride is a complex secondary emotion – separate from primary emotions, like happiness & joy.
It’s not my intent to get super deep here, but it’s fun to understand a bit more about this
powerful emotion called pride. Emotions are ancient mechanisms that mobilize us to deal
quickly with distinct encounters. They arise spontaneously rather than through conscious effort
and are often accompanied by physiological changes; a feeling (I know what you’re thinking –
That’s not an emotion).
Primary emotions are those that we feel first. It’s that initial emotional impact of a situation. For
example, if we’re threatened, we may feel fear. When we hear of a death, we may feel sadness.
They are unthinking, instinctive responses that we all have. Animals have them as well (think
cats – always grumpy).
The typical primary emotions include fear, anger, sadness and happiness. Primary emotions
sometimes disappear as fast as they appear. Their replacement by secondary emotions often
adds the new complexity to the situation.
Secondary emotions appear after primary emotions (brilliant nomenclature, eh?). They may be
caused directly by the primary emotion, for example where the fear of a threat turns to anger
that fuels the body for a fight reaction. They may also come from more complex chains of
thinking. That’s where pride comes into play.
Here’s why pride can be so powerful. Pride sends the primal messages of: pleased, dominant,
strong, approach and helpful. It’s generally associated with positive social behaviors such as
helping others and outward promotion. Along with hope, it is an emotion that facilitates
performance attainment (meaning improved success. And finally, pride enhances creativity,
productivity, and altruism.
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Wow. So there you have it. Now we know why pride feels so good and how it can have a
significant impact on the way you live your life and the way others see you.
I’ll take as much as I can get, thank you… As a matter of fact, here’s some for you from the past
few weeks…

 Pride fuel 1 - Meet Chris Spires & Jared Gunter 

I’m guessing you probably already know this amazing story. Last week, Chris and his partner
Jared were dispatched to an elderly gentleman with syncope while out in the yard. After
evaluation, the patient refused care. Instead of just clearing the scene, Chris finished mowing
the lawn for the family (after calling dispatch who said nothing pending) and put the lawnmower
away.
The Facebook post above is from the patient’s son. As of tonight, there are over 10,000 likes and
650 comments. If you want to see the power of pride in words, read some of those FB
comments.
Chris impacted you and you probably don’t even know him. That’s how it works.
Plus – Check it out. He even has his mower PPE on (sunglasses and gloves).
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 Pride fuel 2 - the Stars of Life 

Twenty-three of our colleagues from AMR, Rural Metro and GMR were honored in Washington
DC last week at the 17th Annual American Ambulance Association Stars of Life Program.
They were nominated by their peers for their efforts and commitment to Emergency Medical
Services. While in DC, they met with their hometown Legislators to spread the word about the
importance of EMS to our communities and our national infrastructure.
What’s most important about this is that the individuals were nominated by folks that knew
them, knew what they did and recognized them as superstars.
An honor like this, one that comes from those who know every little detail about EMS and what
makes things tick, is an impressive acknowledgement of those who “get it”.
On their first night in the district, they were officially welcomed by the Washington DC FEMS
Chief, Gregory Dean.
Hats off to every one of them…
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 Pride fuel 3 – DC AMR 

Speaking of DC – On Monday March 28th, we began providing 911 service in Washington DC to
support DC Fire & EMS.
In one of the most rapid 911 start ups I have ever experienced in my career, Erik Rohde, Patrick
Pickering, Jeff Boyd, Dr. Ken Lavelle and all their colleagues were able to essentially build a 911
system from scratch to deployment in a 60 day period.
I got to spend some time in the streets last week.
It’s nothing short of amazing.

And of course. Day one…
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 Pride fuel 4 – He said yes 
As 'Prom-posals' have become more popular and more creative over the past few years, we
were honored to provide that ever-important slight advantage in Farmington, CT last week.
For the record, Mitchell said yes to Erin (but isn’t that technically a refusal?).

 Pride fuel 5 – A station dog.

Priceless
From our colleagues in Evansville. Meet Siren…
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 Green IV bags?
Ever wonder how much IV bags contribute to our landfills (I’m taking a wild
stab that you’ve actually never wondered that particular question, but I
wanted to bring it front of mind for a second)?
A 2014 research review published in the Reviews on Environmental Health,
“Plastics and Environmental Health: The Road Ahead,” noted that plastic is an
ideal material for single-use disposable devices, because they’re “costeffective, require little energy to produce, and are lightweight and
biocompatible.” Yet the chemical compounds within plastic can damage
human health.
Plastics make up 85% of medical equipment. IV bags and tubing alone
constitute up to 25% of hospital waste.
In all, U.S. hospitals discard approximately 425,000 tons of material annually.
So, guess what? It really is a big deal.
Thanks once again to David Twiss and his colleagues, AMR is moving to a
biodegradable IV bag to do our part to decrease the burden of IV bag plastics
in landfills.
It seems like a small, insignificant detail, but it’s stuff like this that help make a
dent in the bigger picture…
It helps us be responsible partners.

 A glimpse at the World of AMR 
Tonight’s glimpse comes from our
colleagues in San Joaquin. Two employees
who are raising autistic children wanted
AMR to advocate for Autism Awareness.
Check out the result of their efforts…
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 WTH? 
Tonight’s WTH is courtesy of Dr. Craig Manifold [EMS Physician / AMR Medical Director San
Antonio]. Nice to see healthcare promoted through the political process…

And an added, bonus WTH from Geneva Whitmore – taken on a walk today in Nevada with
Robyn Hughes & Lynn White.
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Her very pertinent question? How do the Tortoises know where to cross?
__________________

 Epilogue 
A guy stands over his tee shot for what seems an eternity: looking up, looking down, measuring
the distance, figuring the wind direction and speed.
Finally his exasperated partner says, "What's taking so long? Hit the damn ball!"
The guy answers, "My wife is up there watching me from the clubhouse. I want to make this a
perfect shot."
"Forget it, man," says his partner. "You'll never hit her from here."

So, that’s it from my world. Happy Friday.
A really good friend of mine told me yesterday was National High Five Day.
High Five, folks. You deserve it.
Be happy & be proud. Thanks, as always, for what you do and how you do it…

Ed

______
Ed Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
American Medical Response
ed.racht@evhc.net
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